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WHAT IT IS

New models of leadership for 
councils to engage in, 
recognising and supporting the 
leadership of others.

Complex - there are no 
definite answers and 
knowledge is not enough, it 
requires nuance, perspectives 
and emergence.

A global challenge, requiring 
councils and communities to 
understand their roles and 
responsibility at all levels, 
requiring learning and 
collaboration.

Shared targets to provide 
ambitious goals, without losing 
sight of the vision of the society 
we need to build.

New ways of being: jobs, health, 
nature, wellbeing, food, travel, 
housing, everything. The 
opportunity and necessity of 
change.

WHAT IT ISN’T

Traditional leadership, with 
councils at the centre, 
continuing a parent/child 
dynamic with communities and 
residents.

Complicated - a complicated 
challenge has defined answers 
and can be solved with 
knowledge alone. 

A competition to be first 
or best, focusing inwards 
on our own needs and 
opportunities.

Exclusively about 
carbon targets.

Offsetting emissions without 
addressing the root causes of 
the climate emergency and 
social inequality.

DOs

Find evidence! For every 
argument for, there are always 
arguments against. Use data 
and expertise to communicate 
the potential impact of actions.

Understand the governance and 
decision making processes of 
the Council, and imagine how 
they could be different.

Speak to your local Council 
members, find out their stance 
on the Climate Emergency, share 
your view and keep discussions 
open.

Read the action plan, or call for 
one if it doesn’t exist. 
Understand how the targets will 
be reached, question what’s 
missing, compare with other 
plans.

Find out what happened before a 
Climate Emergency Declaration 
was made - where did it come 
from, and who led it?

DON’Ts

Forget the priorities of the 
council. Use them to your 
advantage and demonstrate 
how they align with what you 
think should happen.

Get frustrated at the way 
decisions are made within 
councils. But also don’t forget 
that it doesn’t have to be that 
way forever.

Expect everyone to have the 
same drivers and priorities as 
you, especially elected 
members. Make sure to take the 
time to understand their 
perspectives.

Think that a Declaration is 
the end of the conversation 
- it’s just the start! What 
comes next is the much 
harder bit.

Assume that Declarations just 
happen. There’s often a lot of 
campaigning and political 
action, which needs to continue.
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